
LEARNING TO ARTIST

MON, NOV 6 

Community Night At Vers Bar
Join us at our neighbor Vers Bar for their weekly show, 
"VERS-a-tile Piano Party," to celebrate, WALK ON 
THROUGH. Bring your book, sing a song, and meet fellow 
musical theater lovers for a night of joy and self-expression. 

TUE, NOV 14 

Art’s Advocacy & Season Kick-Off
We’re welcoming arts advocacy organizations into our 
theater for a Season Kick-off. NYC artists of all mediums are 
invited into conversation to build community and uplift our 
season’s central question: “What does art do for us?”  

SAT, DEC 2

Drawing at MCC Theater with The Met
As Gavin discovers in WALK ON THROUGH, The Met is way 
up on E 82nd, so we decided to bring some of The Met down 
to us! Even if you’re a museum novice, stop by for an art class 
taught by a teaching artist from The Met at MCC Theater. 

MON, JAN 8 at 6 pm

Pressure on the Press
Join Diep Tran and Brittani Samuel for a conversation on  
Theater Journalism, Criticism, and Advocacy. We'll discuss 
the different types of press, the importance and need for 
more diverse voices, and how publications have become 
integral to theater's ecosystem. 

SUN, JAN 28 at 4:30 pm 
Fact vs. Fiction Game 
& Community Night
In the spirit of THE CONNECTOR,  teams will battle in our 
twist on a trivia night with knowledge of pop culture, history, 
and current events to sort out real and fake news stories and 
ethics of storytelling.

SAT, APR 27

Making Connections Youth Event 
for UNCENSORED
To celebrate UNCENSORED, we’re inviting fellow youth-
serving cohorts into our space for community building, 
information sharing, and to show love to our Performance 
Lab Ensemble.

DATE TDA
Jam Sessions at MCC Theater
Come hang in our lobby for a free pre-show jam session 
with local upcoming musicians in the styles of our new rock 
musical, THE LONLEY FEW.

DATE TBA
Artivist Town Hall
After a season-long exploration of ways to support and uplift 
artists, join us for a town hall focused on asking how we can 
build a better world for artists to create in. 

*All dates and events are subject to change, stay
tuned for updates.

PLUS a new full 
season of thought-
provoking audience 

conversations

A season of shared learning centered 
around the topic of creative practice
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